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Style of Manuscript
Title: Centred, spaced above text
Author's name: Centred, spaced above text. (Information about academic status, place of work,
etc., is included in "Contributors List.")
Headings: Align to left margin.
Spacing: Please use SINGLE spacing whether between words, or between periods and words.
Please avoid extra paragraph returns – extra ones must all be individually removed.
Margins: 4 centimetres
Citations: Block indent, single spacing
Citation marks: Outside of periods and commas, eg "As far as I can gather," he added, "...none
of this group is eligible to proceed to Australia."
Double citation marks for direct quotes and titles of articles.
Single citation marks for quotes within quotes.
Foreign words: Italicised, eg halakhah. Does not apply to names of works, eg, the Yerushalmi,
the Mishnah.
Endnotes: (Explanatory) Listed at end of article; also used for complex archival sources.
References in text: For book or article, eg (Davies 1982:87). For more than one book/article in
the same year eg (Rubinstein 1984b:44).
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order, beginning with the most recent. The following are examples of different types of entries,
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